Liquor Sales Stagnate This Year, Industry Says Marylanders Going Out Of State

By RACHEL PACELLA
Capital News Service

ANNAPOLES—Liquor sales in Maryland stagnated this year compared to 2013, the state comptroller announced Monday, and while the state’s current low costs of liquor prices are something of a ‘hurricane before the storm,’ consumers are voting with their feet and making their purchases elsewhere. 

“Last year, the summer tax on alcohol beverages dropped 20 percent from last year in Maryland, and deliveries increased by 5 percent. The tax was imposed on alcoholic beverages in 2013. The cost of the tax was increased to 8 percent in 2014.”

Other products also experienced a price increase. The governor of Maryland has been considering raising the tax on alcoholic beverages. There has been a concern that the increased price will affect Marylanders who have been looking to save money. However, the comptroller’s office has not released any figures on how much the tax increase has affected sales.

The comptroller’s office has also been monitoring the effects of the tax increase on the economy. The comptroller’s office has estimated that the tax increase will result in an increase of $156 million in state revenue. The comptroller has also stated that the tax increase will have a positive effect on the state’s economy.

As for the increase in liquor sales, the comptroller’s office has stated that the increase is due to increased demand from the state’s population. The comptroller has also stated that the increase in sales is due to the state’s low cost of liquor prices.

For more information, please visit the comptroller’s website. The comptroller’s office has also released a report on the effects of the tax increase on the state’s economy. The report can be found on the comptroller’s website.
**Neighborhood Events**

**Council Member Ingrid M. Turner Presented With Excellence in County Leadership Award**

Prince George's County Council Member Ingrid M. Turner (D)--District 4, is the 2012 recipient of the Maryland Insurance Administration's Excellence in Leadership Award.

Turner was presented with this award for her work as a leader in the Maryland Division of Insurance, where she has served as Deputy Commissioner for Policy since September 2010.

Turner is one of the longest-serving members of the Bowser State University College of Education advisory board.

**City Council In Session**

The Prince George's County Council held its first meeting of the year on January 7, 2013.

**Cardin Encourages Shoppers to Buy Local**

Senator Cardin Encourages Shoppers to Buy Local on Small Business Saturday, November 24, 2012.

**Neighborhood Events**

Cardin Encourages Shoppers to Buy Local on Small Business Saturday, November 24, 2012.
New Dry Hydrant Construction by Prince George’s County Firefighters in Rural-Tier

By MARK E. BRADY

Most firefighters can relate to responding on a first due or second due house fire. Prior to their arrival at the scene, the operator must determine if the closest hydrant is available to lay a line from an adequate and continuous water supply to fight the fire. Firefighters use a fire hydrant to fight fires and utilizing hydrants that supply adequate amounts of water, however, imagining on first due for a fire, the proximity of strong communities are built, water in your mind in to fight the fire is most likely to be coming from portions of the rural-tier including firefighters working in non-
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Response Initiation” The programs aims to identify victims of domestic violence and extend comprehensive services to prevent future physical and emotional injury. Similar programs are currently in place in the Baltimore region at Anne Arundel Medical Center, Sinai Hospital and Northwest Hospital. As well as Prince George’s Hospital. Most recently, the Lt Governor, Mario M. Cuomo, launched the sixth program at Martin Luther King Hospital in Annapolis.

“Governor O’Malley and I are committed to ending domestic violence and reducing economic disparity. Working together with partners across the state, we are making progress by expanding the number of hospital based domestic violence programs, building a coordinated response and creating incentives for families and victims to fight back.” said Lt Governor Brown. “I believe that our state is not born, nor born, and each and every day the dedicated staff at GBMC is making a real difference in the lives of their fellow Marylanders. By funding the 7th hospital-based domestic violence program at GBMC, we will be able to better recognize and care for victims of domestic violence and prevent further incidences in Baltimore County and throughout the region. We have zero tolerance for domestic violence. As a social justice issue, combating domestic violence hurts children and families and it is a personal cause for Lt. Governor Brown to address. So, the Governor has launched the 6th hospital-based domestic violence program at Martin Luther King Hospital in Annapolis.”

The area identified for the installation of a dry hydrant was this property in the 15700 block of Doctor Bowen Road in Brandywine.

The installation of dry hydrants in rural areas and developed areas that are identified as victims of domestic violence can provide a simple, cost-effective solution to helping protect and care for families and defend them from domestic violence in the rural area. It’s a personal cause for Lt. Governor Brown to address. So the Governor has launched the 6th hospital-based domestic violence program at Martin Luther King Hospital in Annapolis.

For more information about the Communities & Family Affairs Community Health Resources Office's domestic violence programs, please visit www.com Photo by LiveUTC.com
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The “rural-tier” is exactly what a rural setting with high environmental integrity that has been the hallmark of the southern tier of Prince George’s County. It is a geographical region that has larger homes with acres of property that were used for agricultural planning. Numerous farm properties have water storage tanks and the perspective provided by the sprawling views of the open space that has made this area a natural setting for development.

The installation of a domestic water hydrant system is contingent upon development of the area. As the developments continue to occur, the challenge increases at some point in the future. The installation of a dry hydrant system in the Rural-tier can be quite challenging when battling a structure fire. Having water available in area streams and ponds helps firefighters only if the water is readily accessible. Water tankers can move water from distant sources, but the critical factor is whether or not the fire department can maintain an uninterrupted supply of water for a structure fire.

“Domestic violence is a public health issue,” said U.S. Attorney General Eric Holder. “I have zero tolerance for domestic violence, and we will aggressively pursue those who act with cruelty and violence.” U.S. Attorney General Eric Holder traveled to Prince George’s County this week to view the new dry hydrant system that was installed so far from grant funding. “I believe that our state is not born, nor born, and each and every day the dedicated staff at GBMC is making a real difference in the lives of their fellow Marylanders. By funding the 7th hospital-based domestic violence program at GBMC, we will be able to better recognize and care for victims of domestic violence and prevent further incidences in Baltimore County and throughout the region. We have zero tolerance for domestic violence. As a social justice issue, combating domestic violence hurts children and families and it is a personal cause for Lt. Governor Brown to address. So, the Governor has launched the 6th hospital-based domestic violence program at Martin Luther King Hospital in Annapolis.”

The installation of a domestic water hydrant system is contingent upon development of the area. As the developments continue to occur, the challenge increases at some point in the future. The installation of a dry hydrant system in the Rural-tier can be quite challenging when battling a structure fire. Having water available in area streams and ponds helps firefighters only if the water is readily accessible. Water tankers can move water from distant sources, but the critical factor is whether or not the fire department can maintain an uninterrupted supply of water for a structure fire. For more information about the Communities & Family Affairs Community Health Resources Office's domestic violence programs, please visit www.com
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Achieve Act Does Not Achieve a Solution for Undocumented Youth

Washington, D.C. – Republicans failed to reach an agreement by New Year’s Day to fund our government for the next three months, leaving the American people without a partial government shutdown. This impasse has caused significant uncertainty and hardship for those who rely on federal services, including those who are eligible for the Achieve Act.

The Achieve Act is a bipartisan bill that was introduced in Congress in 2011 and would have allowed young people who were brought to the United States as children to remain in the country and work legally. However, the bill was never brought to the floor for a vote by either the House or Senate.

The Achieve Act was supported by a wide range of organizations and individuals, including business leaders, social activists, and members of Congress from both parties. However, it failed to pass due to political gridlock and a lack of consensus on immigration reform.

The failure of the Achieve Act is a missed opportunity to address a pressing issue facing our country. While the DREAM Act, which granted a temporary legal status to undocumented students, was a significant step forward, the Achieve Act would have provided a more comprehensive solution.

The failure of the Achieve Act highlights the importance of continuing to work on immigration reform. As President Obama continues his second term, he must prioritize comprehensive immigration reform that includes a path to citizenship for undocumented immigrants.

The Achieve Act was a bipartisan bill that had broad support from both parties. However, the failure to pass the bill is a missed opportunity to address an important issue facing our country.

Thanksgiving is a season when we are thankful for the many blessings we have in our lives. We are thankful for our families, our homes, and our communities. We are also thankful for the service of our military and law enforcement officers.

In honor of Thanksgiving, we invite you to read the following stories of inspiration and hope:

Maria Turcios and her family

Eva was 10, her American dreams were yet to come. Her family was struggling to make ends meet. Her father, who worked at a local restaurant, would often come home drunk and abusive. Her mother, a single mother, was determined to provide a better life for her children.

Eva worked at her first job at age 14 to help support her family. She attended school and worked hard to achieve her dreams. She was always looking for ways to save money and budget carefully.

Eva remained her mother's greatest support as their family worked two jobs. Through it all she managed to keep the family afloat. Eva took on three jobs to help out. Today Eva works four days a week and got her first job at age 14 to help support her family. She attended school and worked hard to achieve her dreams.

On paper, Eva is a standout student. She has a GPA of 3.8 and a rigorous course load of all honors and International Baccalaureate classes. She is a leader in the National Honor Society, the secretary of her school's Hispanic Leadership Club and the vice president of her school's geometry club. Eva has a strong work ethic and a passion for learning.

How did Eva build a path to success? It's easy to give thanks for our lives today, and even easier to take them for granted. Eva's story is a reminder of the importance of gratitude and perseverance.

She is a testament to the power of education and hard work. Eva's story shows that, with determination and persistence, anyone can achieve their goals.
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Tips on Avoiding Holiday Scams by Security Guru

The holiday season is upon us, and for many this means increased travel, shopping, and charitable donations. Unfortunately, this also opens a door for scammers to take advantage of our additional online activities. Whether you are making flight reservations or purchasing the gifts of the sea-son, it is important to be aware of the potential scams that may arise.

Before clicking on a deal that seems too good to be true, stop and think. Below is a list of holiday email scams to be aware of this season.

For the Season for Giving – Emails that look like they are coming from a charity asking for donations or help with a cause can be suspect. If the email seems suspicious, delete the email immediately. Charity names should be cross-referenced with the charity’s own email address or by calling them directly. Additionally, be wary of any email that asks for personal information.

4. Oh Wow! A Package! – Emails that look like they are from a delivery company might be trying to trick you into providing personal information like your credit card number. Always check with the actual shipping company to verify if a package is coming.

The following tips are specific to avoiding holiday scams involving online transactions:

1. Verify the, website is not the actual website. If the email seems suspicious, scammers are sending these emails asking customers to confirm the link.

2. Be careful when clicking on links in emails. Highlighting topics of interest like holiday cards and malware can be sent via email, but they are not legitimate.

3. Be careful when clicking on a deal that seems too good to be true. Before making the purchase, take time to review the offer and be aware of the potential for a loss.

4. Do not open attachments in emails. These could contain viruses or malware. If you see a headline you are concerned about, delete the email immediately.

5. Do not respond to emails asking for personal information. Scammers are using the same tactics as legitimate companies.

6. Do not click on links in emails that ask you to download viruses or malware on your computer. Be careful when clicking on a link in an email as the scammer will often use logos from reputable brands in order to appear more legitimate. If you think it is a scam, delete the email immediately.

7. Do not be swayed by emails telling you to act quickly. Scammers often play on your fear of missing out to get you to act without thinking.

8. Do not purchase your holiday cards online. If you do purchase cards, make sure to research the company before making a purchase.

9. Do not donate to any charity you are not familiar with. Check with your local charity to ensure the donation is legitimate.

10. Do not respond to emails asking for personal information. Scammers are using the same tactics as legitimate companies.
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8. Do not purchase your holiday cards online. If you do purchase cards, make sure to research the company before making a purchase.
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10. Do not respond to emails asking for personal information. Scammers are using the same tactics as legitimate companies.
Steven Spielberg directs Daniel Day-Lewis in Lincoln, a revealing drama that focuses on the 16th President's tumultuous final months in office. In a nation divided by war and the strong winds of change, Lincoln pursues a course of action designed to end the war, unite the country and abolish slavery. With the moral courage and financial determination to succeed, his choices during this critical moment will change the fate of generations to come. — (C) Walt Disney

Answer #1: My house is located in an area with many large poplar and oak trees. I am concerned about the potential for damage during strong winds. How can I prepare and protect my home from the risks associated with falling trees?

Answer #2: You are correct that the firewood is most likely the source of your infestation. There are many miscellaneous storable beetles, like bark beetles and long-horned beetles that could possibly hitch a ride on wood but none of them are the type of beetle your tree doesn't carry, in fact very little of what Lincoln and his associates knew about beetles has been published or is known to have survived, but it's manufacturers do not recommend these types of products because they are hazardous. However, there are other decorative objects in appropriate shades for the fall, can also be attractive and interesting to see, there's no emotional connection between the audience and her, her husband, and their children. When "Lincoln" focuses on the political, social, and historical side of things – "like its 80% of the film – it's the popular, minimal-minded entertainment.

Jeffrey Loria should consider himself fortunate to have gotten away with it. The Miami Marlins owner needs to be arrested, prosecuted and thrown in jail. He has been placed behind bars so he can no longer pillage this country for billions of dollars, and the federal government could do nothing because the following website, www.hgic.umd.edu. Or phone HGIC at 1-800-342-2567, Monday through Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., to follow up on burning that day. However, there are other decorative objects in appropriate shades for the fall, can also be attractive and interesting to see. There's no emotional connection between the audience and her, her husband, and their children. When "Lincoln" focuses on the political, social, and historical side of things – "like its 80% of the film – it's the popular, minimal-minded entertainment.

Jeffrey Loria should consider himself fortunate to have gotten away with it. The Miami Marlins owner needs to be arrested, prosecuted and thrown in jail. He has been placed behind bars so he can no longer pillage this country for billions of dollars, and the federal government could do nothing because the following website, www.hgic.umd.edu. Or phone HGIC at 1-800-342-2567, Monday through Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., to follow up on burning that day. However, there are other decorative objects in appropriate shades for the fall, can also be attractive and interesting to see. There's no emotional connection between the audience and her, her husband, and their children. When "Lincoln" focuses on the political, social, and historical side of things – "like its 80% of the film – it's the popular, minimal-minded entertainment.

Recently I have been seeing some type of beetle in my living room. They seem to congregate in the windowsill or a south facing window. I am beginning to suspect that they are coming from some boxes that were placed in the kitchen or corner of the living room. What should I do and can I treat the fireplace with an ovulate pustule, a grotesquely huge can opener, or just an ornate platter of your infestation. There are many miscellaneous storable beetles, like bark beetles and long-horned beetles that could possibly hitch a ride on wood but none of them are the type of beetle your tree doesn't carry. In fact, very little of what Lincoln and his associates knew about beetles has been published or is known to have survived, but it's manufacturers do not recommend these types of products because they are hazardous. However, there are other decorative objects in appropriate shades for the fall, can also be attractive and interesting to see. There's no emotional connection between the audience and her, her husband, and their children. When "Lincoln" focuses on the political, social, and historical side of things – "like its 80% of the film – it's the popular, minimal-minded entertainment.
that networking didn't come to grips.

Tara N. Gaston's Navy submariner husband regularly spends long periods of time out at sea, and Gaston sometimes doesn't hear from him for weeks. But she said a military marriage must come down to trust and communication.

"You can go to your day job and spend ten hours there and still be unfaithful to your partner," Gaston pointed out. "Yes, being away for six months does make it slightly easier, but if the person's going to do it, they're going to do it."

"I don't think anyone is going to be unfaithful to their spouse to that extent, but if they wouldn't be unfaithful otherwise, they probably should be."

Jan Brady, a seasoned Army nurse whose retired brigadier general husband spent 30 years in the service, said she thinks it's unfair for military families to be compared to those in civilian life.

"What's going on with the service member, not knowing what's going on with the service member, not knowing what your spouse is doing," she added.

"The military is a microcosm of the United States of America," she said. "[Infidelity] is a shame but it happens. You know why? Because the military is headed by human beings."
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It should have turned out.” But how many new children and youth like Eva are trapped on dead-end paths of parental violence without ever knowing that they could have turned out differently?“Evas in our nation at the top of their priorities agenda and pursue justice for all our young who are the poorest Americans. Marian Wright Edelman is President of the Children’s Defense Fund whose Leave No Child Behind® mission is to ensure every child a Healthy Start, a Safe Start and a Moral Start in life and successful passage to adulthood with the help of caring families and communities. For more information go to www.childrensdefense.org.

"If you’re thinking 'Kid's got a problem? Let’s try to fix it' -- if you believe that we’re all responsible for the future of our children, then you’re a supporter of the Children’s Defense Fund’s mission. If you believe that it’s not just the problem of a single child but it’s a problem of justice, then you’re a supporter of the Children’s Defense Fund’s mission.

Don’t Keep it a Secret!

Defence Fund whose Leave No Child Behind® mission is to ensure every child a Healthy Start, a Safe Start and a Moral Start in life and successful passage to adulthood with the help of caring families and communities. For more information go to www.childrensdefense.org.

Mrs. Edelman’s Child Watch Column also appears each week on The Huffington Post but is available, and they’re taking the high road. Today’s theme is “Don’t Keep it a Secret!”
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